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With the new generation of sequencing technologies, bacterial genome projects now combine deep genomic sequencing with a variety of transcriptome libraries.
The transcribed sequences can contribute to genome annotation by the elucidation of gene structural features, including transcription start sites (TSSs), untranslated
regions (UTRs) and the identification of non-coding RNA (ncRNA) genes. Existing prokaryotic gene finders are either ab initio gene finders that identify only coding
regions (CDS) [1,2] or purely RNA-Seq-based gene finders predicting transcripts and are much less effective than their ab initio competitors for CDS prediction [3].
Reconciling conflicting predictions is a tedious work, which is incompatible with the growing prokaryotic genome sequencing rate.
Here, we present EuGene-PP (EuGene-Prokaryote Pipeline) [4], a fully automatic and generic bacterial annotation pipeline capable of producing a
qualitatively enriched structural genome annotation.
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Prokaryotic gene model
We adapted the eukaryotic gene finder EuGene[5] to
the specific requirements of gene identification in
prokaryotes: possibly overlapping genes, operon
structure, possibly antisense ncRNA.

 We compared the annotation produced by
EuGene-PP with a curated annotation of
Bacillus subtilis [7]. We used rfam_scan to
produce a set of 207 reference ncRNA genes.
We applied EuGene-PP using a selection of 59
tiling-arrays data and removing all inputs from
rfam_scan, RNAmmer or tRNAscan-SE.
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Simplified automaton represented the EuGene prokaryotic
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 We annotated the genome of Sinorhizobium
meliloti strain 2011[6]. The ncRNA predictions
(1876 genes) cover a large fraction of already
characterized ncRNA genes. Furthermore, by
looking for specific RpoE2-binding sites
upstream of predicted TSSs, the S. meliloti
RpoE2 regulon could be extended by 3-fold,
showing the added value of predicted TSSs.

EuGene-PP annotation process
Integration of various sources
of evidence
 Oriented sequence-based expression data (RNA-Seq
or tiling array data)
 Intrinsic information provided by coding potential
(Interpolated Markov Models)
 Similarities with known proteins (Swiss-Prot by default)
 Gene prediction:
 High quality CDS predictions (Prodigal [2])
 ncRNA predictions (tRNAscan-SE, RNAmmer and
rfam-scan)
 Start codon analysis (using own Ribosome Binding
Site predictor)

Simple fully automatic use
Minimal requirements :
 a directory with genomic sequences
 a directory with expression data
Allowed formats : fastq, fasta, bam/sam, wig, bed[pe], pair+NDF (NimbleGen Design File)
 a key/value configuration file
>ls –R inputdir
inputdir/data:
Sm_1_seq_GGK-37.fastq.xz
Sm_2_seq_GGK-37.fastq.xz
inputdir/genome:
seq1.fna
seq2.fna

Sm-GGK21.ope.1.fastq.gz
Sm-GGK21.ope.2.fastq.gz

>egn-prok.pl --indir $PWD/inputdir --outdir $PWD/outdir --cfg egnpp.cfg
>ls –R outdir
seq1-2.gff3
seq1-2_prot.fna

Time consuming task are parallelized via Paraloop software [8] (SGE
cluster, multiprocessor system). It takes 12 hours to annotate the S meliloti
genome (6.7Mb) with 19 RNAseq libraries (~476M reads)
EuGene-PP is written in Perl and is distributed under the CeCILL license. It
encapsulates the C++ annotation tool EuGene (Artistic license). It is
provided with a Galaxy configuration to deploy EuGene-PP through a web
interface.

EuGene-PP is available at http://eugene.toulouse.inra.fr

seq1-2.general_statistics.xls
seq1-2.statistics_per_gene.xls

All training procedures required for gene finding are performed inside EuGene-PP. The pipeline
is able to manage genomes with peculiar replicons (e.g: strong GC% bias compared to the rest
of the genome)
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